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STAFF REPORT

MEETING
DATE:

December 5, 2017

TO:

City Council

FROM:

Jeffrey A. Walter, City Attorney
John A. Abaci, Assistant City Attorney

SUBJECT:

AGREEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS BETWEEN CB LABS
NOVATO, LLC AND CITY OF NOVATO FOR CANNABIS TESTING
LABORATORY OPERATING AT 1615 HILL ROAD

922 Machin Avenue
Novato, CA 94945
415/ 899-8900
FAX 415/ 899-8213
www.novato.org

REQUEST
Consider and possibly take action to approve an agreement and release of claims between CB
Labs Novato, LLC, and City of Novato setting forth conditions for operation of cannabis testing
laboratory at 1615 hill road and making findings that same is exempt under CEQA pursuant to
CEQA guidelines sections 15061(b)(3) and 15301.
BACKGROUND
Previous Council Action Pertaining to CB Labs Novato, LLC
At the Council’s November 14, 2017 meeting, it held a public hearing, considered and adopted
Ordinance No. 1629, an urgency ordinance imposing a moratorium on (i) all outdoor and indoor
cultivation of medicinal cannabis, except for the indoor cultivation of up to 6 cannabis plants,
and (ii) all commercial cannabis activities, except for CB Labs and Liposome Formulations.
CB Labs is a cannabis testing laboratory that began operating at 1615 Hill Road Suites 9 and 10
on August 14, 2015, without disclosing on its business license application that it primarily tests
cannabis products. Ordinance No. 1629 provided that CB Labs’ exemption from the moratorium
was contingent upon CB Labs entering into an agreement with the City which would require
state licensure of the testing laboratory, security conditions, fees and appropriate payments be
made to the City, and appropriate auditing measures, among any other conditions that the City
would consider necessary and acceptable.
Bureau of Cannabis Control Regulations
Following the adoption of Ordinance No. 1629, the State Bureau of Cannabis Control issued the
Bureau of Cannabis Control Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act
Regulations to govern the licensing and operations of commercial cannabis activities including
testing laboratories, such as CB Labs. Chapter 6 of the newly issued regulations specifically
applies to testing laboratories. With the issuance of the new regulations, the State has
established the requisite licensing scheme to begin issuing state licenses to commercial cannabis
activities throughout the State. The regulations indicate that temporary or provisional licenses
may be issued as soon as at the beginning of 2018. Any commercial cannabis business making a
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license application to the State will need to establish that local regulations allow the commercial
cannabis activity at the location where it does business. Accordingly, by the terms of Ordinance
1629, CB Labs will need to submit an agreement between it and the City to satisfy the
requirement of local approval in order to be issued a testing laboratory license by the State.
Moratorium Extension
Also before the City Council as a separate item on this same agenda is the ordinance extending
the moratorium on commercial cannabis activities established under Ordinance No. 1629, which
would extend the moratorium 10 months and 15 days beyond the 45-day expiration of Ordinance
No. 1629. The extension would have the same terms and conditions as stated within Ordinance
No. 1629.
Terms of Proposed Agreement
The following is a brief summary of the most salient terms of the proposed Agreement and
Release of Claims:
1.
CB Labs must apply for, and be issued, a license as a testing laboratory by the State
Bureau of Cannabis Control. This applies to both provisional and non-provisional licenses. Due
to the uncertainty of the licensing timeframe and procedures at this time, the agreement requires
that CB Labs act in a prompt, diligent, and expedient manner and submit a complete application
by the date of February 19, 2018, or the agreement will be cancelled and of no further force and
effect. Suspension, termination, revocation, or other punitive action taken by the State with
respect to CB Labs’ license would result in the automatic termination of the agreement.
2.
CB Labs is required to comply with all City and state laws, regulations, ordinances, rules,
orders, and guidelines while it operates under this Agreement. Failure to do so shall constitute a
material default and result in automatic termination of the Agreement.
3.
CB Labs is required to fully reimburse the City for all actual costs of negotiation,
preparation, review, and processing of this Agreement, including attorney fees and staff time. In
addition, CB Labs is required to fully reimburse the City for all reasonable costs of
implementing, monitoring, auditing, administering, and ensuring CB Labs’ compliance with the
terms of the Agreement.
4.
CB Labs is to comply with the security requirements of the State regulations that are
applicable to testing laboratories (e.g., alarm system, videotaping, and locks) and provide access
to its books, records, and facilities to the City to the same extent as it is required to provide such
access to the State under the State regulations.
5.
CB Labs is to indemnify, defend and hold the City and its officers and employees
harmless from any claims arising out of the performance or non-performance of the Agreement
or CB Labs’ operations within the City. CB Labs is also to indemnify, defend, and hold the City
and its officers and employees harmless from any claims related to the City’s approval of this
agreement or any of the City’s ordinances, rules, standards or policies resulting in the operation
of CB Labs within the City.
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6.
The parties agree that the agreement will settle their dispute as to the legality of CB Labs
operating at 1615 Hill Road prior to the date of the agreement, which resulted in the issuance of
notices of violation and requests for appeals and formal interpretations of the Zoning Code from
May through October 2017, which enforcement actions and responses are described by the
recitals in the agreement. The parties fully release any and all claims that they may have with
regards to the aforementioned dispute. Such release does not apply to any acts or omissions that
may occur after the date of this agreement.
7.
CB Labs agrees that it shall comply with all future laws, rules, ordinances, regulations,
and orders of the City and pay any future tax obligations to the City that may be incurred at any
time, even after the agreement is no longer in effect.
8.
The agreement is temporary in its duration. The agreement will only remain in effect for
as long as the City’s temporary moratorium on commercial cannabis activities is in effect or
extended under Government Code Section 65858 (including the moratorium extension that is
also before the Council). As such, CB Labs may be included in the study, analysis and public
process of developing and adopting permanent ordinances and regulations applicable to
commercial cannabis activities which the City has already commenced, or will be commencing
in the near future. The agreement also provides that CB Labs will not acquire any vested rights
to operate at 1615 Hill Road beyond the term of the agreement as a result of the City entering
into this agreement.
RECOMMENDATION
Approve the agreement and release of claims between CB Labs Novato, LLC, and City of
Novato setting forth conditions for operation of cannabis testing laboratory at 1615 hill road and
make findings that same is exempt under CEQA pursuant to CEQA guidelines sections
15061(b)(3) and 15301.
FISCAL IMPACT
The approval of this agreement should not incur the City any direct financial liability since the
costs of the City in processing, monitoring, and implementing the agreement are to be
reimbursed by CB Labs.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Resolution
2. Agreement
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ATTACHMENT 1
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1.

CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NOVATO
RESOLUTION NO. _____

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
NOVATO APPROVING AN AGREEMENT AND RELEASE OF
ALL CLAIMS BETWEEN CB LABS NOVATO, LLC, AND THE
CITY OF NOVATO AND AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER
TO EXECUTE THE AGREEMENT AND RELEASE, AND
MAKING FINDINGS THAT THE ACTION IS EXEMPT UNDER
CEQA PURSUANT TO CEQA GUIDELINES SECTIONS
15061(B)(3) AND 15301
WHEREAS, CB Labs Novato, LLC, (hereafter “CB Labs”) is a cannabis testing laboratory
that has been operating at 1615 Hill Road, Suites 9 and 10 in the City of Novato since August 14,
2015; and
WHEREAS, the City Council desires to allow CB Labs to continue to operate if it is issued
a testing laboratory license by the State Bureau of Cannabis Control under Chapter 6 of the Bureau
of Cannabis Control Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act Regulations
and complies with all other provisions of the regulations while a moratorium on most commercial
cannabis activities enacted through Ordinance No. 1629 and extended for a temporary time by an
ordinance extending this moratorium, which was adopted on December 5, 2017 (“Moratorium
Extension”), and any further extension of the moratorium adopted pursuant to Government Code
Section 65858 remains in effect (collectively referred to as “Moratorium Period”); and
WHEREAS, by adoption of Ordinance No. 1629 and the Moratorium Extension the City
Council established that a contingency for CB Labs to continue to operate at this same location
during the period that the moratorium would continue to be in effect is that CB Labs enter into an
agreement with the City of Novato addressing matters including but not limited to state licensure,
security, audits, fees, appropriate payments, and other matters reasonable or necessary to be
addressed in the agreement; and
WHEREAS, representatives of CB Labs and the City of Novato have negotiated and
prepared an agreement that would satisfy the contingency that CB Labs enter into an agreement
with the City in order for CB Labs to be excluded from the moratorium on commercial cannabis
activities for as long as the Moratorium Period continues; and
WHEREAS, the agreement is intended to be temporary in duration until such time as the
City has had the opportunity to study, analyze, and conduct the public process of preparing and
adopting more permanent zoning and municipal code regulations that would apply to cannabis
testing laboratories, such as CB Labs.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Novato
hereby approves the Agreement and Release of All Claims Between CB Labs and City of Novato,
attached hereto as Exhibit A, and authorizes the City Manager to execute same, contingent upon
CB Labs having also executed the agreement.
res5123
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council finds that this action is exempt from
the requirements of CEQA pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3) because it can be
seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the adoption and implementation of the action
to enter into an agreement with a cannabis testing laboratory that has been operating within the
City since August 14, 2015, will have a significant effect on the environment. Additionally, the
City Council finds that this action is exempt from the requirements of CEQA pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15301 as CB Labs is an existing facility operating at the same location as
provided for under the agreement since August 14, 2015, and the agreement will involve no more
than a negligible expansion of the existing use. Moreover, as support for the application of both
of these exemptions, there is no evidence that activities of CB Labs have created adverse impacts
on traffic, parking, or any other physical aspect of the environment.
*

*

*

*

*

*

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing resolution was duly and regularly adopted by the City
Council of the City of Novato, Marin County, California, at a meeting thereof, held on the 5th day
of December, 2017, by the following vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

Councilmembers
Councilmembers
Councilmembers
Councilmembers

_______________________________
City Clerk of the City of Novato

Approved as to form:

City Attorney of the City of Novato
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2.

AGREEMENT AND RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS
BETWEEN CB LABS AND CITY OF NOVATO
This Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and entered into this ____ day of ________________,
2017, by and between CB LABS, NOVATO, LLC, a limited liability company (“CB LABS”), and the CITY OF
NOVATO (“CITY”), a municipal corporation in the State of California. CB LABS and CITY may be referred
to herein individually as a “Party” or collectively as the “Parties”. There are no other parties to this
Agreement.
RECITALS

FT

WHEREAS, in 1996 the voters of California approved Proposition 215, codified as California
Health and Safety Code Section 11362.5 and entitled “The Compassionate Use Act of 1996;” and
WHEREAS, the intent of Proposition 215 was to enable persons who are in need of medicinal
cannabis for specified medicinal purposes to obtain medicinal cannabis, and use it under limited,
specified circumstances without fear of criminal prosecution under State law; and
WHEREAS, in 2003, the State Legislature enacted SB 420, codified as California Health and Safety
Code Section 11362.7 et seq. and entitled the “Medical Marijuana Program Act” (“MMPA”) to clarify the
scope of The Compassionate Use Act of 1996; and

RA

WHEREAS, effective January 1, 2016, the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (“MCRSA”)
became effective under which an extensive state regulatory scheme was established providing for the
monitoring, inspecting and licensing of commercial medicinal cannabis businesses. The MCRSA created
a dual-licensing system under which medicinal cannabis businesses have to obtain both state and local
licenses in order to conduct such businesses. However, the MCRSA explicitly acknowledged that cities
and counties retain the right to not only regulate such activities, but to ban them entirely. The MCRSA
also acknowledged that permissive zoning schemes can implicitly prohibit such activities, including the
indoor and outdoor cultivation of medicinal cannabis when those zoning regulations do not expressly list
such activities as permitted or conditionally permitted uses; and

D

WHEREAS, on November 8, 2016, the voters adopted the Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of
Marijuana Act (“AUMA”). Among other things, AUMA legalizes the recreational use of cannabis in
California for individuals 21 years of age and older. The AUMA also authorizes the personal cultivation
of up to six cannabis plants within a private residence or upon the “grounds” of that private residence
for nonmedicinal purposes. The AUMA added Division 10 to the California Business and Professions
Code, sections 26000, et seq., which grants State agencies the authority to create, issue, renew,
discipline, suspend, or revoke licenses for cannabis businesses. The AUMA provides that the State shall
begin issuing licenses to cannabis businesses under Division 10 of the California Business and
Professions Code by January 1, 2018. California Business and Professions Code section 26055(d)
provides that a State licensing authority shall not approve an application for a State license for
commercial non-medicinal cannabis activity if approval of the State license will violate the provisions of
any local ordinance; and
WHEREAS, on June 27, 2017, the Governor signed into law Senate Bill 94 which repealed the
MCRSA, included certain provisions of the MCRSA in the licensing provisions of the AUMA,
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and created a single regulatory scheme for both medicinal and non-medicinal cannabis known as the
Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act ("MAUCRSA"). The MAUCRSA retains the
provisions in the MCRSA and the AUMA that granted local jurisdictions control over whether commercial
cannabis activity could occur in a particular jurisdiction. Specifically, California Business and Professions
Code section 26200 provides that the MAUCRSA shall not be interpreted to supersede or limit the
authority of a local jurisdiction to adopt and enforce local ordinances that completely prohibit the
establishment or operation of one or more businesses licensed under the State, within that local
jurisdiction. Furthermore, the MAUCRSA provides that a State licensing authority shall not approve an
application for a State license for a business to engage in commercial cannabis activity if approval of the
State license will violate the provisions of any local ordinance or regulation. The MAUCRSA requires that
a State licensing authority begin issuing licenses to cannabis businesses beginning January 1, 2018; and

FT

WHEREAS, on September 16, 2017, the Governor signed AB 133 which makes further
refinements to the MAUCRSA, including a provision that states that applicants for state commercial
cannabis activities license(s) who voluntarily submit a valid, unexpired local license will be presumed to
be in compliance with “all local ordinances,” unless otherwise notified by the local jurisdiction. The
state licensing authorities will be required to notify local jurisdictions when an applicant voluntarily
submits a valid local license and local jurisdictions will be afforded the opportunity to rebut the validity
of same; and

RA

WHEREAS, CB LABS NOVATO, LLC, has been operating in the City since August 24, 2015 at the
specific location of 1615 Hill Road, Suites 9 and 10, Novato, California, APN 140-490-01 and has been
providing an important service to medicinal cannabis users, namely, testing such cannabis for safety,
potency and contaminants; and
WHEREAS, CB LABS did not state on its August 14, 2015 business license application to conduct
business in the CITY beginning on August 24, 2015, that its primary business would be testing cannabis;
and
WHEREAS, upon learning that CB LABS was testing cannabis, CITY issued a Notice of Violation to
CB LABS on May 30, 2017, for operating in violation of the CITY Zoning Code regulations; and

D

WHEREAS, on June 2, 2017, CB LABS submitted a letter to the CITY Planning Commission stating
that it was appealing the May 30, 2017 Notice of Violation; and
WHEREAS, on June 7, 2017, CB LABS submitted to the CITY an application for an interpretation
of the CITY Zoning Code with regard to cannabis safety testing; and
WHEREAS, on September 21, 2017, an Amended and Restated Notice of Violation was issued to
CB LABS by the CITY, superseding notices of violation issued on May 30 and June 23, 2017, for the
operations of CB LABS being in violation of state law while unlicensed and thereby being in violation of
the CITY Municipal Code and Zoning Code, specifically Section 19.06.030(D) of the Novato Municipal
Code, in addition to other grounds stated within the September 21, 2017 notice; and
WHEREAS, on October 10, 2017, the CITY provided CB LABS an interpretation as to whether CB
LABS was similar to the “business support services” and “medical laboratories” uses permitted under
the business and professional office district designated within the CITY Zoning Code; and
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WHEREAS, on October 10, 2017, the CITY issued an Amended and Restated Notice of Violation
to CB LABS, superseding notices of violation issued on May 30, June 23, and September 21, 2017, for the
operations of CB LABS being in violation of state law while unlicensed and thereby being in violation of
the CITY Municipal Code and Zoning Code, specifically Section 19.06.030(D) of the Novato Municipal
Code, in addition to other grounds stated within the October 10, 2017 notice; and
WHEREAS, on October 16, 2017, CB LABS submitted to the CITY Zoning Housing and Building
Codes Appeals Board an appeal of the actions taken by the CITY prior to that date; and

FT

WHEREAS, on November 14, 2017, the CITY adopted “An Urgency Ordinance Of The City Council
Of The City Of Novato Establishing A Temporary Moratorium On The Indoor (Except Under Certain
Circumstances) And Outdoor Cultivation Of Medicinal Cannabis And All Commercial Cannabis Activities
Except Deliveries Of Medicinal Cannabis And An Existing Testing Laboratory And Pharmaceutical
Company” (“Moratorium”) which permitted CB LABS to operate within the CITY provided that an
agreement is entered into with the CITY which provides for state licensure requirements to be met, and
security, fees, payment, and auditing provisions, among others deemed appropriate by the CITY; and
WHEREAS, on December 5, 2017, the Moratorium was extended with the same terms for an
additional 10 months and 15 days (“Moratorium Extension”); and

RA

WHEREAS, the Moratorium is intended to be in effect for a temporary period of time until the
CITY can study, analyze, and develop ordinances and regulations applicable to commercial cannabis
activities such as CB LABS on a more permanent basis, and so this Agreement is intended to be in effect
only for as long as these tasks may take; and
WHEREAS, the CB LABS is in agreement that it is appropriate that this Agreement not bestow
upon or entitle CB LABS to any vested rights to operate or conduct business within the CITY beyond the
term of this Agreement; and
WHEREAS, CB LABS and the CITY now wish to enter into an agreement with the terms and
conditions as stated within this Agreement.

D

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein,
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, the Parties do hereby agree as follows:
AGREEMENT AND RELEASE

1. Term of Agreement

Commencing on the date set forth above and continuing during that time period that the
Moratorium or Moratorium Extension or any extension to the Moratorium Extension adopted pursuant
to Government Code Section 65858 remains in effect, this Agreement shall remain in effect.
Immediately thereafter, this Agreement shall expire on its own terms unless extended in writing as
agreed upon between the Parties.
2. Location
CB LABS may operate at the location of 1615 Hill Road, Suites 9 and 10, and no other location
within the CITY, provided that it remains in compliance at all times with the terms and conditions of this
3
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Agreement, including but not limited to Section 4, “Compliance with All Laws and Regulations.” Nothing
in this Agreement shall permit CB LABS to operate any commercial cannabis activities, as that term is
defined under Business & Professions Code Section 26001(k) at any other sites located within the CITY
limits.
3. State Licensure

RA

FT

CB LABS shall be licensed as a cannabis testing laboratory in accordance with Chapter 6 (Testing
Laboratories) of the licensing regulations issued by the State of California, known as the Bureau of
Cannabis Control Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act Regulations, as they may
be amended from time to time (“Regulations”). In order to obtain the cannabis testing laboratory
license required under this section, CB LABS shall make an application to the Bureau of Cannabis Control
(“BCC”) within a reasonable period of time, in no event exceeding twenty-one (21) business days, after
the date that the BCC begins accepting applications for provisional and/or non-provisional licenses
(Chapter 6 of the Regulations) from cannabis testing laboratories within the State. In the event CB LABS’
application is deemed incomplete by the BCC, CB LABS shall promptly take all steps necessary to satisfy
the application requirements imposed by the BCC and prosecute the necessary steps to make its
application complete in a duly diligent and expedient manner. In the event that CB LABS fails to submit
a complete application by February 19, 2018, this Agreement shall be deemed to be cancelled and of no
further force and effect. CB LABS shall deliver to the CITY copies of all applications and supporting
materials it submits to the BCC at the same time it delivers said documents to the BCC. The decision of
the BCC as to whether CB LABS may be issued a provisional and/or non-provisional license (whichever
may be applicable) shall determine whether CB LABS may operate and continue to operate within the
CITY under the terms of this Agreement. If at any point during the term of this Agreement, CB LABS’
license has been denied, revoked, suspended, or otherwise withheld by the State CB LABS shall
immediately provide notice of this fact to the CITY and this Agreement shall automatically terminate on
the effective date of the denial, revocation, suspension, or other punitive action taken by the State.
4. Compliance with All Laws and Regulations

D

At all times that CB LABS is operating subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement it
shall remain in full compliance with the Regulations and all applicable state laws, regulations, rules,
decrees, guidelines, and administrative orders and, in addition, all applicable CITY and county
ordinances, rules, guidelines, regulations, and orders. Failure to remain in full compliance with this
section shall constitute a material default and result in an automatic termination of this Agreement.
5. Fees and Payments

CB LABS shall be responsible to fully reimburse the CITY for all actual fees, costs and expenses
incurred by the CITY that are related to the negotiation, preparation, review, and processing of this
Agreement, including recording fees, publishing fees, staff time (at the fully burdened hourly rate, i.e,
including salary, benefits, and all other forms of compensation paid by the CITY to the staff member),
consultant and attorney fees and costs (collectively, “Processing Costs”). In addition, the Parties
acknowledge and agree that this Agreement confers substantial private benefits upon CB LABS that will
place burdens upon CITY staff, infrastructure, and services throughout the term of this Agreement, in
order for the CITY to implement and monitor, audit, administer, enforce, investigate, and take whatever
actions are necessary to ensure compliance with the terms of this Agreement (collectively, “Private
4
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Benefit Costs”). CB LABS shall be responsible to fully reimburse the CITY for all reasonable, Private
Benefit Costs incurred by the CITY, including staff time, consultant and attorney fees, and materials at
the same rates as described above.

FT

Payments of all fees required by this section shall be made by CB LABS to the CITY within thirty
(30) calendar days of the CITY’s presentation to CB LABS of an invoice or statement setting forth the
charges with documentation supporting the charges. Any unused or remaining deposit made by CB
LABS in connection with any of the appeals or requests for interpretations described within the recitals
above shall be credited against the fees to be paid. Any failure to provide supporting documentation
shall be raised within ten (10) calendar days of presentation. “Presentation” as used in this section shall
refer to that date that the invoice or statement is deposited in the mail to CB LABS at the address
designated for notices to be sent to the Parties set forth hereinbelow. Failure to make timely payment
of any invoice or statement shall incur a penalty of 10% of the amount of the unpaid invoice or
statement and interest at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum. The penalty fee and interest
shall begin to accrue on the fifteenth day following the thirtieth (30th) day after presentation of an
invoice or statement.

RA

Payment of all fees required by this section shall be in addition to the payment of the annual
business license tax owed to the CITY, fees and charges established by the Regulations or other state
law, and any and all other taxes, assessments, or similar charges or fees of general applicability that
have been enacted, or will be enacted, by the CITY, federal government, state government, or County of
Marin.
6. Security

The Parties agree that maintaining security at the testing facility laboratory being operated by
CB LABS is of critical importance to the residents, businesses, and visitors of the CITY and is the sole
responsibility of CB LABS to provide at all times that this Agreement remains in effect. Accordingly, CB
LABS agrees that it shall at all times remain in strict compliance with the security requirements (except
as they may be specifically inapplicable to testing labs facilities) including but not limited to, video
surveillance, alarm system, employee badge, and locks, set forth by Article 5 (Sections 5042-5047) of the
Regulations. Any failure to comply with this section shall constitute a material default of this
Agreement.

D

7. Access to Books, Records and Testing Lab Facility

CB LABS shall ensure access to CITY to the former’s books, records, and testing lab facility to the
same extent as it is required to provide access to its books, records, and testing lab facility to the State
pursuant to the Regulations, and shall provide copies to the CITY at CB LABS’ cost of any books and/or
records requested by the CITY to ensure compliance with the terms of this Agreement.
8. Indemnification
CB LABS agrees to indemnify, defend (with counsel reasonably acceptable to the CITY), and hold
CITY, its officers, employees, agents, representatives, and volunteers harmless from any and all claims,
costs, losses and liabilities for any personal injury or property damage which may arise out of, be
connected with or relate to the acts or omissions of CB LABS, or its contractors, invitees,
subcontractors, agents or employees in connection with its performance or non-performance of the
5
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terms and conditions of this Agreement and/or arising out of, connected with, or related to its
operations within the CITY.
CB LABS further agrees to indemnify, defend (with counsel reasonably acceptable to the CITY),
and hold CITY, its officers, employees, agents, representatives, and volunteers harmless from any and all
claims, costs, losses and liabilities arising out of, connected with, or related to the CITY’s approval of this
Agreement and/or the CITY’s ordinances, rules, standards, or policies which have resulted in CB LAB’s
operation within the CITY with or without the consent of the CITY.
9. Settlement and Release

RA

FT

The Parties acknowledge that prior to the date of this Agreement they each have taken such
actions as described within the recitals of this Agreement as issuing Notices of Violation, Appealing, and
requesting formal interpretations for the purpose of resolving the dispute that developed between the
Parties relating to the legality of CB LABS operating within the CITY (“Dispute”). The Parties wish to
resolve, compromise, settle, and set aside their differences in the Dispute that has developed between
them and which resolution and compromise of the Dispute has been made available through the
Moratorium, Moratorium Extension, Regulations, and other legal developments since the time that the
Dispute began. Pursuant to the terms of this settlement and in accordance with the terms of the
release set forth below, the Parties agree that they are each hereby rescinding the Notices of Violation,
appeals, and formal interpretation requests described within the recitals of this Agreement. The Parties
also agree that CB LABS shall acquire no vested rights, benefits, or interests in continuing to operate or
conduct business within the CITY through this Agreement, the settlement of the Dispute, or the terms of
the mutual release hereunder. The Parties agree that whether or not CB LABS may operate or conduct
business within the CITY (and if so, those conditions under which it may operate) after this Agreement is
no longer in effect shall be determined by the zoning and other municipal ordinances and regulations of
the CITY that are in effect at that point in time.
By and for mutual consideration, the adequacy of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties
agree that each of them shall release, acquit, remise, and discharge the other (including their officers,
employees, agents, representatives, and volunteers) from any and all claims, demands, losses, costs,
expenses, or other injuries in whatsoever form, which may have arisen out of, been related to, or
connected with the Dispute.

D

The Parties understand and agree that this Release covers and includes all claims of every kind
or nature, past, present or future, known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, and all claims or rights
pursuant to Section 1542 of the Civil Code of the State of California are hereby expressly waived. The
Parties understand that said Section 1542 provides:
"A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH
THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE
TIME OF EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM OR HER MUST HAVE
MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR."

In this regard, the Parties expressly understand and agree that it is possible that other injuries or
consequences resulting from the herein described and referred to matters and events which are not
now known, will occur or be discovered by the Parties, and agree and understand that this Release of
6
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Claims is intended to cover and does cover and include all such future damages and/or injuries or their
effects, consequences or results, including all causes of action therefor.
Neither Party admits liability, responsibility, fault, or the truth of any matters alleged or claimed
by the other Party during, or in connection with, the Dispute. Each of the Parties hereby declare that
they are freely and voluntarily effecting this settlement and executing this release after having received
full legal advice as to their rights from their attorneys.
Notwithstanding the above to the contrary, this section and the releases contained herein do
not apply to any and all acts and omissions of the Parties occurring after the date that this Agreement
becomes effective.

FT

10. Compliance with Future Laws.
CB LABS agrees that in consideration of the CITY entering into this Agreement it will fully comply
with all future laws, rules, ordinances, regulations and orders of the CITY and pay any of its financial or
tax obligations that may be established in favor of the CITY at all times that it is operating within the
CITY, whether or not this Agreement is then in effect.
11. Notices.

RA

Any notice or communication required hereunder between CITY and CB LABS must be in writing
and and may be given via email, overnight delivery, facsimiles or by regular U.S. mail postage prepaid to
the Parties at their addresses set forth below If notice is sent by regular U.S. mail, delivery shall be
deemed to be effective on the second day following the postmark date. If notice is sent via email,
delivery shall be deemed to be effective on the same business day if sent before 5:00 on a business day,
or on the next business day if sent after 5:00 on a business day or on a non-business day. In the event
that notice is sent by facsimile, delivery shall be deemed to be effective on the same business day if the
entirety of the transmitted documents are received on that day, or on the next business day if the entire
packet is not received before 5:00 P.M. on a business day or is received on a non-business day. In the
event that notice is sent by overnight delivery, delivery shall be deemed to be effective on the same
business day if the overnight package is received before 5:00 P.M., or on the next business day if the
overnight package is received after 5:00 P.M. on a business day or on a non-business day. Notices shall
be sent to the following addresses set forth below
CB Labs
Attn: Scot Candell
4040 Center Dr., Suite 219
San Rafael, CA 94903
candell@candell-law.com
Fax: 415-449-8610

If to CITY:

City of Novato
Attn: Michael Antwine
922 Machin Avenue
Novato, CA 94945
mantwine@novato.org
Fax: 415-899-8213

D

If to CB LABS:
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12. Attorneys’ Fees.
If any action at law or in equity, including action for declaratory relief, is brought to enforce or
interpret provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing Party shall be entitled to reasonable attorney’s
fees and costs, which may be set by the court in the same action or in a separate action brought for that
purpose, in addition to any other relief to which such Party may be entitled.
13. Survival After Termination.

FT

The rights and obligations of the Parties set forth in Sections 5, 8, 9, and 10, and any right or
obligation of the Parties in this Agreement which, by its express terms or nature and context is intended
to survive termination of this Agreement, will survive any such termination.
14. Successors-in-Interest and Assigns.

RA

This Agreement shall bind and be binding upon the heirs, personal representatives or executors,
administrators, and assigns of the Parties, and shall inure to the benefit of the agents, employees,
servants, officers and successors of the Parties. Nothing in this Paragraph shall create any rights
enforceable by any person other than the Parties hereto, except for the rights of the successors-ininterest and assigns of the Parties hereto, unless such rights are expressly granted in this Agreement to
other specifically identified persons.
15. Counterparts.

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. Signatures by
facsimile or electronic communication shall be considered originals.
16. Modification.

D

This writing is intended both as the final expression of the Agreement between the Parties
hereto with respect to included terms and a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the
Agreement. No modification shall be effective unless and until such modification is evidenced by a
writing signed by all parties to this Agreement.
17. Authority to Bind Parties.

The Parties each and all hereby represent and warrant that the person(s) executing this
Agreement on its respective behalf is duly authorized to do so, and that he/she is authorized to bind the
Party to the terms set forth herein.
18.

Recitals Incorporated.
The Recitals are hereby incorporated by this reference as though fully set forth in full herein.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement and Release of All Claims as of
the date first set forth above.
CB LABS NOVATO, LLC,_____

CITY OF NOVATO

D

RA

By:________________________
Name: _____________________
Its:_______________________

FT

By:______________________________________
Name:______________________________________
Its: ___________________________________
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